SkewTune in Action: Mitigating Skew in MapReduce
Applications
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We demonstrate SkewTune, a system that automatically
mitigates skew in user-defined MapReduce programs and is
a drop-in replacement for Hadoop. The demonstration has
two parts. First, we demonstrate how SkewTune mitigates
skew in real MapReduce applications at runtime by running
a real application in a public cloud. Second, through an interactive graphical interface, we demonstrate the details of
the skew mitigation process using both real and synthetic
workloads that represent various skew configurations.

1. INTRODUCTION
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Figure 1: A timing chart of a MapReduce job running the PageRank algorithm from Cloud 9, Exec
represents the actual map and reduce operations.
The slowest map task (first one from the top) takes
more than twice as long to complete as the second
slowest map task, which is still five times slower
than the average. If all tasks took approximately
the same amount of time, the job would have completed in less than half the time.

We observe that the increased demand for complex analytics has translated into an increased demand for user-defined
operations (UDOs) — relational algebra and its close derivatives are not enough [15, 19]. But UDOs complicate the
algebraic reasoning and other simplifying assumptions relied on by the database community to optimize execution.
Instead developers rely on “tricks” to achieve high performance: ordering properties of intermediate results, custom
partitioning functions, extensions to support pipelining [4]
and iteration [3], and assumptions about the number of partitions. For example, the Hadoop-based sort algorithm that
won the terasort benchmark in 2008 required a custom partition function to prescribe a global order on the data [18].
Moreover, when these UDOs are assembled into complex
workflows, the overall correctness and performance of the
application becomes sensitive to the characteristics of individual operations.
MapReduce [5] has proven itself as a powerful and costeﬀective approach for writing UDOs and applying them to
massive-scale datasets [1]. MapReduce provides a simple
API for writing UDOs: a user only needs to specify a serial

map function and a serial reduce function. The implementation takes care of applying these functions in parallel to a
large dataset in a shared-nothing cluster.
While MapReduce is a popular data processing tool [1], it
still has several important limitations. In particular, skew is
a significant challenge in many applications executed on this
platform [10, 12, 16]. When skew arises, some partitions of
an operation take significantly longer to process their input
data than others, slowing down the entire computation.
Figure 1 illustrates the problem. We use PageRank [2] as
an example of a UDO1 . As the figure shows, this UDO is expressed as a MapReduce job, which runs in two main phases:
the map phase and the reduce phase. In each phase, a subset of the input data is processed by distributed tasks in a
cluster of computers. Each task corresponds to a partition
of the UDO. When a map task completes, the reduce tasks
are notified to pull newly available data. This transfer process is referred to as a shuffle. All map tasks must complete
before the shuffle part of the reduce phase can complete, al-
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SLOT 1

lowing the reduce phase to begin. Load imbalance can occur
either during the map or reduce phases. We refer to such an
imbalanced situation as map-skew and reduce-skew respectively. Skew can lead to significantly longer job execution
times and significantly lower cluster throughput. In the figure, each line represents one task. Time increases from left
to right. This job exhibits map-skew: a few map tasks take
5 to 10 times as long to complete as the average, causing the
job to take twice as long as an execution without outliers.
In previous work, we proposed an adaptive skew mitigation technique for MapReduce applications and implemented it in a system that we called SkewTune [13]. SkewTune can handle two common types of skew: (1) skew caused
by an uneven distribution of input data to operator partitions (or tasks) and (2) skew caused by some input records
(or key-groups) taking much longer to process than others.
For these sources of skew, speculative execution, a popular
strategy in MapReduce-like systems [5, 9, 11] to mitigate
skew stemming from a non-uniform performance of physical
machines, is ineﬀective because the speculative tasks execute the same code on the same data and therefore do not
complete in any less time than the original tasks.
In this demonstration, we show SkewTune’s skew mitigation approach through a step-by-step interactive demonstration. We also demonstrate the prototype system running in
a cloud and how it helps a real application experiencing skew
at runtime.
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(a) Without SkewTune, the operator runtime is that of the
slowest task.
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(b) With SkewTune, the system detects available resources
as task T1 completes at t1 . SkewTune identifies task T2 as
the straggler and re-partitions its unprocessed input data.
SkewTune repeats the process until all tasks complete.

Figure 2: Conceptual skew mitigation in SkewTune

pletion time is dominated by the slowest task (e.g., T2 in
Figure 2(a)). With SkewTune, as shown in Figure 2(b), the
system detects that T2 is experiencing skew at t1 when T1
completes. SkewTune labels T2 as the straggler and mitigates the skew by repartitioning T2’s remaining unprocessed
input data. Indeed, T2 is not killed but rather terminates
early as if all the data that it already processed was the only
data it was allocated to process. Instead of repartitioning
T2’s remaining input data across only slots 1 and 2, SkewTune proactively repartitions the data to also exploit slot 3,
which is expected to become available when T3 completes.
SkewTune re-partitions the data such that all new partitions complete at the same time. The resulting subtasks
T2a, T2b, and T2c are called mitigators and are scheduled
in the longest processing-time first manner. SkewTune repeats the detection-mitigation cycle until all tasks complete.
In particular, at time t2 , SkewTune identifies T4 as the next
straggler and mitigates the skew by repartitioning T4’s remaining input data.
To summarize, SkewTune mitigates skew at runtime by
repeating the following three steps.

2. SKEWTUNE: OVERVIEW
SkewTune takes a Hadoop job as input. For the purpose
of skew mitigation, SkewTune considers the map and reduce
phases of the job as separate UDOs. In SkewTune, as in
Hadoop, a UDO pulls its input from the output of the previous UDO, where it is buﬀered locally. A UDO is assumed
to process its input one record at a time with no state preserved between individual input records. A key-value pair
(i.e., mapper input) and a key group (i.e., reducer input)
are each considered a special cases of records. Each UDO
is parallelized into tasks, and each task is assigned a slot in
the cluster. There is typically one slot per CPU core per
node. When a task completes, the slot becomes available.
SkewTune’s skew mitigation technique is designed for
MapReduce-type data processing engines. The three important characteristics of these engines with respect to skew
handling are the following: (1) A coordinator-worker architecture where the coordinator node makes scheduling decisions and worker nodes run their assigned tasks. On completion of a task, the worker node requests a new task from the
coordinator. This architecture is commonly used today [5, 6,
9, 11]. (2) De-coupled execution: Operators do not impose
back-pressure on upstream operators. Instead, they execute
independently of each other. (3) Independent record processing: The tasks are executing a UDO that processes each
input record (possibly nested) independently of each other.
Additionally, SkewTune requires (4) Per-task progress estimation, tremain , which estimates the time remaining [17, 21]
for each task. Each worker periodically reports this estimate
to the coordinator. (5) Per-task statistics: each task keeps
track of a few basic statistics such as the total number of
(un)processed bytes and records.
Figure 2 illustrates the conceptual skew mitigation strategy of SkewTune. Without SkewTune, the operator com-

1. Detect: The coordinator observes the execution of
all tasks in a MapReduce phase and collects their time
remaining estimates. When a slot becomes idle, the
coordinator identifies the straggler, which is the task
with the longest time remaining estimate.
2. Scan: The coordinator stops the straggler task. The
unprocessed data is scanned either locally or in parallel
to collect information for repartitioning. The information is sent to the coordinator.
3. Plan: The coordinator plans how to repartition the
remaining data of the straggler task using the information from the scan and the time remaining estimates
of all running tasks. Once the mitigators are scheduled, the coordinator goes back to the Detect phase
and continues.
We refer the interested reader to our previous work for
more details about the SkewTune technique and prototype
implementation [13, 14].
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3. DEMONSTRATION

running tasks. When a slot becomes idle (i.e., running out of tasks to schedule), the coordinator chooses
the straggler as the task with the longest time remaining estimate. The demonstration will show the running tasks with their estimates derived from execution
traces and will highlight the chosen straggler task once
SkewTune identifies it.
• Scan: The coordinator sends a message to the straggler task. The task stops and scans its remaining input data to collect information for repartitioning that
data. The scan is performed either locally or in parallel
depending on the estimated cost. The demonstration
will show how the scan proceeds and the information
that is collected.
• Plan: The coordinator plans how to repartition the
straggler’s remaining input data based on (a) the information collected during the scan and (b) the current
time-remaining estimates of all running tasks. The
demonstration will show the key steps of this planning
phase and the resulting assignment of input data to
each mitigator task.
• Repeat: The mitigator tasks are scheduled, the
demonstration goes back to the Detection phase, and
the above steps repeat until the job terminates.

The demonstration has two key components. The first
component shows the prototype SkewTune implementation
in action on a real MapReduce application. The second
component is an interactive walk-through of the SkewTune
approach using both real and synthetic workloads that represent various skew scenarios. We describe both components
here.

3.1

SkewTune in the Cloud: Start

Before the demonstration begins, we deploy a four- to
eight-node Hadoop cluster running the SkewTune prototype
in a public cloud such as Amazon EC2.
When the demonstration starts, we first launch a new
Hadoop job in the SkewTune cluster. The goal is to show
how the prototype system mitigates the skew that arises in
the job at runtime. The application is setup such that the
job completes within 5 minutes, which is the duration of the
entire demonstration.
For the demonstration, we build a sorted inverted index
over a subset of English Wikipedia pages. To get the sorted
index, we assume that the user wrote a custom partitioner
such that each reduce task processes all the words starting
with the same character. There are thus always 27 reduce
tasks. The application naturally exhibits skew due to an
uneven distribution of the start characters across words in
the corpus.

3.2

The interactive demonstration runs as a discrete event
simulation. It will thus run faster than the wall clock and
will also have the capability to pause. We will thus be
able to run the demonstration multiple times using various
workloads, comparing with the executions without SkewTune, and pause the system at any time to answer questions
and discuss any system details of interest to the audience.
We will also allow interactive changes to various parameters such as processing time per record, processing rate per
node so that the audience can see how such dynamically
introduced skew gets mitigated away by the system.

SkewTune in Action

While the job is running in the background, we present
an overview of SkewTune’s skew mitigation approach with a
poster and an interactive demonstration especially focusing
on the key techniques (e.g., late skew detection, proactive
repartitioning, and the control flow of skew mitigation) [13].
The goal of the interactive demonstration is to show when
skew arises in a MapReduce application and how SkewTune
mitigates that skew at runtime step-by-step. The demonstration is a simulation based on real execution traces and
real data. We summarize the real data with statistics that
include record sizes in bytes and per-record processing times
for map tasks. The statistics include the size in bytes and
the processing time for each key-group and each value for
reduce tasks. We also prepare the following synthetic workloads so that we can interactively control the ordering and
the size of the input data as well as the task processing time
and, by doing so, explore various skew problems.

3.3

SkewTune in the Cloud: Wrap-up

By the time the interactive demonstration ends, the job
running in the cloud will complete. We will show how the
prototype SkewTune system mitigated the skew at runtime
by showing the Hadoop job tracker web interface and a
task scheduling timing chart as shown in Figure 1. We will
then conclude the demonstration by answering any follow-up
questions.

4. RELATED WORK

• A few reduce tasks are assigned too much data.
• A few map() or reduce() function invocations are significantly more expensive than others either due to
input data sizes or specific data values.

Handling load imbalance has also been studied previously
in the context of MapReduce applications. In earlier work,
we proposed SkewReduce, a system that statically optimizes
the data partitioning according to user-defined cost functions [12]. The approach eﬀectively addresses potential data
skew problems, but it relies on domain knowledge from users
and is limited to specific types of applications. Ibrahim et al.
and Gufler et al. studied data skew in the reduce phase [7,
10]. Both approaches schedule reduce keys to the reduce
tasks based on cost models. Also, the reduce key scheduling
does not preserve the order as in the original reduce output. SkewTune not only addresses skew in both the map
and reduce phases but also minimizes the side-eﬀect of skew
mitigation by preserving input order.
In the follow-up work, Gufler et al. proposed the TopCluster approach to construct a histogram of all reduce keys to

For both workloads, we will allow interactive changes to various parameters such as processing time per record, size of
each record, the number of records per reduce, processing
rate per node so that a skew can be dynamically introduced
during the demonstration.
The demonstration simulates the execution of a given
workload and the audience sees the details of each step in
the skew mitigation process. We briefly describe each of
SkewTunes’s skew mitigation steps and indicate what the
audience will see during this part of the demonstration.
• Detect: The coordinator (i.e., JobTracker in Hadoop)
monitors and collects time remaining estimates for all
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identify skewed reduce keys [8]. The TopCluster approach
is similar to reconciling the result of parallel scan in SkewTune [14]. TopCluster eagerly monitors, detects, and mitigates reduce skew while SkewTune lazily detects and mitigates skew. Also, in SkewTune, the planning is done using
exact information if possible.
Vernica et al. proposed an adaptive MapReduce system
using situation-aware mappers [20]. The situation-aware
mappers continuously monitor the execution of mappers and
adaptively resplit the map input data. Also, with an adaptive combiner and partitioner, the system also tries to balance the reduce input. However, the situation-aware mappers can not handle computational skew at the reducers,
where some key-groups take longer to process than others.
Overall, the above eager approaches are complementary
to SkewTune. SkewTune can handle anything left by each
of the above systems in a transparent manner.
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